Show & Tell 18
OLYMPUS
Thursday, April 10, 2014, 4:30-6 pm
McConomy Auditorium
University Center, Carnegie Mellon
Reception Following @ Connan Room, University Center

PROJECT OLYMPUS
• Prof. Lenore Blum, Founding Director, Project Olympus; Co-Director CMU Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship

A FOCUS ON RESEARCH
Meet the Faculty:
• Prof. Diana Marculescu, Electrical and Computer Engineering, CIT
  "Sustainability in Computing and Beyond"

• Prof. Illah Nourbakhsh, Robotics Institute, SCS and CREATE Lab
  "CREATE to Educate/Educate to Create"

A FOCUS on COMPANIES, START-UPS and APP Developers
Meet Alum/Innovator/Entrepreneur:
• Dr. Boris Sofman, RI PhD ’10, co-Founder & CEO Anki
  "Anki, Bringing AI and Robotics to Everyday Life"

MEET the STUDENTS
Introduced by Kit Needham, Olympus Associate Director and Entrepreneur-in-Residence
• Project Olympus PROBES: Elijah Mayfield (SCS ’13) Lightside; Mary Beth Wilson (CIT Ph.D ’13) Innovasca; Daniel Gorziglia (CIT ’16) AssignLink
• BIC Program: Varuni Gang (SCS ’14) GeniusHire
• TartanHacks Stars: Bram Wasti (CS ’16), Michael O’Farrell (CS ’16), Stefan Dasbach (IS ’16) NAFWA; Lucy Guo (CS ’16) Ustudy; Will Crichton (CS ’16) TexTeam; Siddharth Dhulipalla (CS ’14), Jonathan Goldman (CS’15) Harsh Pandey (CS ’15) PuzzlePal

OLYMPUS CONNECTS
Meet Alum/City Councilman:
• Dan Gilman, CMU ’04, Pittsburgh City Council (our District 8)
  "Innovation, Entrepreneurship and the Region"

Registration and Directions:
http://www.cmu.edu/olympus/events/show-tell.html

Project Olympus thanks K&L GATES for its generous support of the Show&Tells